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losses to soybean production due to soybean rust disease is an insurable cause of loss provided the insured can verify that the cause was natural and available control measures were properly applied. If there are no effective control measures available or there are insufficient amounts of chemicals available for effective control, resulting loss of production would be covered.” For the complete text of the RMA statement, visit the following web site: http://www.rma.usda.gov/news/2004/07/715soybeanrust.html

**Group risk policies**

In many cases, the actions of an individual farmer are measured against the most common responses in a particular area. For example, not treating for a certain pest would more likely be acceptable if many farmers in a county were unable to do, instead of only one. Producers who purchase a group risk policy, such as Group Risk Protection or Group Risk Income Protection, will have their indemnity payments determined by county average yields, not individual yields. Policyholders who are certified as organic soybean producers would not have to follow any non-organic cultural practices.

The best advice for any new pest such as Asian soybean rust is to be alert for its appearance, follow recommendations of pest management specialists, document conditions in your own crop, and communicate with your crop insurance agent.

**Wildlife recreation: Rural America’s newest billion dollar industry**

_by Jason Henderson, Economist, Center for the Study of Rural America, Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, jason.henderson@kc.frb.org_

In today’s search for the next billion dollar industry to revitalize Main Streets, many rural leaders are again pinning their hopes on nature. New opportunities are not arising from traditional sources commodity industries like agriculture or mining. Tomorrow’s opportunity may well be wildlife related recreation—already a $108 billion industry nationwide.

In many rural places, hunting, fishing, and wildlife watching have boosted rural tourism, spurred business growth, and contributed to strong land value gains. The brightest prospects though, still lie ahead. Rural communities fortunate enough to have other amenities to complement their natural resource base are in the best position to reap new economic benefits from this booming industry.

According to the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 82 million people participated in wildlife-related recreation activity in 2001, the latest data is available in chart 1. The largest number, roughly 66 million people, took part in wildlife watching. Millions more engaged in fishing and hunting. A significant number of outdoor enthusiasts participated in two or more types of wildlife recreation.

**Recreational expenditures**

Wildlife recreationers spent $108 billion on wildlife-related recreation expenditures in 2001. To put that in perspective, that amount was more than the total cash receipts of the U.S. livestock industry in the same year.

While wildlife watching was the most popular activity, anglers and hunters still spent the most on wildlife recreation. They spent roughly $70 billion in 1991, compared to $38 billion by wildlife watchers. During the 1990s, hunting dollars surged 29%, while wildlife watching dollars rose 16%.
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Wildlife recreationers divided their spending on a variety of goods and services. More than half of their dollars went to equipment purchases. Trip costs—food, lodging, and transportation—accounted for 14% and 10% of wildlife recreation expenditures, respectively. Another 12% came from the leasing or ownership of land for wildlife recreation.

**Economic impact**

The industry has made a significant economic impact in rural regions, and many rural places are targeting wildlife recreation as a tourist attraction. Populated states such as Florida and California typically lead the nation in total expenditures on wildlife recreation. Per capita spending was highest in Alaska, Wyoming, Montana, South Dakota, Maine, Idaho, Wisconsin, Vermont, Utah, and Oregon (Chart 2). In addition, many rural states have been able to attract out-of-state tourists for wildlife recreation. For example, Alaska, South Dakota, Wyoming, and Montana have led the nation in per capita expenditures by out-of-state residents for wildlife recreation.

Rural businesses have been the primary beneficiary of the wildlife recreation industry. Cabella’s (Sidney, Nebraska) and Bass Pro Shop (Springfield, Missouri) have emerged as leading retailers of wildlife equipment.

These businesses have made huge expansions, both in rural locations and as hubs of urban revitalization. Wildlife recreation is also a factor in the sharp rise in rural land values.

**Nonfarmer land purchases**

Recreation activities are motivating farmland purchases by nonfarmers. Over half of the ag bankers surveyed in the Kansas City district in...
2003 reported that recreation was a reason for investor (nonfarmer) purchases of farmland. In 2001, wildlife recreationers spent over $12 billion on land leasing and ownership.

Higher land values, however, are evidence that wildlife recreation also poses some serious challenges for rural communities. Recreational use may not always be complementary to traditional uses. In addition to higher land costs for farmers, land taken out of agricultural production for recreational use reduces the potential customer base for traditional agricultural service providers. And, wildlife recreation is often a seasonal activity, meaning that additional economic opportunities are needed for the off-season.

Still, wildlife recreation appears to be a growing way to attract wealthy recreationers to rural places. Many of the wildlife recreation participants have above-average income levels and reside in metro areas. For example, over 20% of the people with incomes higher than $35,000 are likely to fish, while less than 15% of those with incomes below $25,000 fished. Metro residents accounted for 59%, 72%, and 76% of hunting, fishing, and wildlife watchers, respectively.

Tourism opportunities
Wildlife recreation offers even more promise for rural communities with existing entertainment amenities. Tourists, even wildlife recreationers, often prefer places with amenities beyond scenic landscapes and abundant wildlife. They eat at restaurants, sleep in hotels, and visit night spots. As a result, a growing number of hunting resorts that combine entertainment and wildlife are beginning to dot the rural landscape. To help draw customers, many of these resorts also offer off-season activities and promote other types of entertainment in the region. They clearly show that rural places with a regional identity that embraces both entertainment and wildlife amenities are probably in the best position to capture wildlife recreation’s dollars.

Nature has always been a strong foundation for rural America. Now, wildlife recreation appears to be the newest opportunity. The industry may not be the answer for every rural community, but those with entertainment and wildlife may be able to leverage Mother Nature to spark new growth.

* Reprinted with permission, The Main Street Economist, April 2004, Center for the Study of Rural America, Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City
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Learn management and marketing over the Internet
by William Edwards, Extension Economist, 515-294-6161, wedwards@iastate.edu

Are you just too busy to go to that seminar or Extension meeting this week, but you would really like to have the information? There are other options. Iowa State University Extension offers home study courses on a variety of management and marketing topics over the Internet. Farmers, landowners and other agri-business people can access the courses any time or place that they can connect to the Internet. They are part of the Agricultural Management e-School, or AMES for short.

AMES courses are designed for adult learners who want in-depth information on a topic. Most of the courses have a one-time enrollment fee of $100, much less than for courses that carry college credit. Access is available indefinitely once the enrollment is completed, so learners can work through courses at their own pace. File sizes are kept small, so download time won’t be long.

Nearly 500 people have signed up for AMES courses since they first became available. Most